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CIT UPC, A STIMULUS FOR KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
The Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) has been
building a variety of tools for knowledge transfer with the
aim of channeling, in the most effective way possible, the
initiatives of its academic staff in this area. At the same time,
these tools are designed to help the University read the
needs of businesses correctly. In this context, the Innovation
and Technology Centre (CIT UPC), the most recent of these
tools, has become a pertinent instrument for making the
knowledge that stems from university research available to
companies and for acting as a stimulus for this process. The
CIT UPC meets the needs of companies by offering them an
integral, multidisciplinary service based on the activity of
UPC groups that are especially active in applied research.

research, development and innovation projects in the six
technology fields that it covers, that is, materials
technologies, energy and the environment, ICTs, chemical
and food technologies, production technologies and
medical technologies.
In recent years, the CIT UPC has acted as a catalyst for
knowledge transfer, has provided a facilitating environment
and, most importantly, has known how to consolidate a
good number of relationships with companies and create a
climate of complicity and collaboration that is of great value.
The report that follows brings together the activities carried
out by the CIT UPC in 2016.

The CIT UPC was set up in 2011 with the aim of providing a
public service designed to increase companies’
competitiveness. From that moment on, the CIT UPC has
played a significant role in the industrial ecosystem of
Catalonia as a strategic ally of the more than 500 companies
with which it works and for which it has carried out over 500

Prof. Enric Fossas Colet
Rector of the UPC and chairman of CIT UPC
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THE UPC AND TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

CIT UPC’S OBJECTIVES

The UPC is one of the leading technology universities in
southern Europe in the fields of engineering, architecture
and sciences. Just after its foundation, the UPC made an
institutional commitment to technology transfer and
subsequently to spin-offs and patents. As a result, the UPC
made a strategic commitment to founding the UPC
Technology Center, following in the footsteps of the world’s
top technical universities.

CIT UPC is a foundation that brings together 20 UPC
research centres. The centres carry out excellent research
and, as a result, they are highly active in technology transfer
to companies and seek to provide technology solutions.
They are staffed by 508 researchers, 45% of whom are
doctoral degree holders.

This long-term commitment explains why the UPC is the
top university in Spain in innovation and technological
development in the performance ranking and has moved
up to number one in the ranking based on volume
(U-Ranking 2017).
The research model followed by the UPC is that of creating
science-based technology, so that knowledge-based
technological solutions can be provided for the production
system.

UPC research centres’ capacity for technology transfer is not
only due to a strong stock of technology and practical
experience; they can also provide innovative solutions based
on scientific output and frontline research.
Building on this situation and these strengths, the UPC aims
to contribute to the economic and social growth of
Catalonia through knowledge transfer, which is the bridge
between science in general and companies’ technology
needs. Given the available critical mass, and the capacity
and range of innovative knowledge provided by CIT UPC
research centres, we can provide solutions to complex
technical problems that require a cross-cutting approach.
We are focused on becoming a cornerstone of southern
European technology centres. CIT UPC is now the main
technology centre in Catalonia in terms of research,
technology and knowledge transfer, that is, in terms of
innovation.
A technology centre that can do this job is clearly one that
can provide the greatest added value and help to increase
the competitiveness of the companies that put their trust in
it. We are committed to bringing more and better
technology to the market by transforming knowledge into
marketable technologies.
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MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
MISSION

VALUES

CIT UPC helps to build business competitiveness through
the generation, development and application of
exceptional technological knowledge to business. This
process is carried out in the UPC’s research and
development centres, and particularly by CIT UPC members.

CIT UPC bases its activity on efficiency and sustainability in
order to bolster its credibility and trustworthiness, while at
the same time meeting the needs and expectations of its
various stakeholders and complying with current
regulations, in particular those related to environmental
protection and occupational health and safety.

CIT UPC furthers the goals of the UPC by fostering research
and innovation, while helping to bring new developments to
the wider world and providing scientific and technological
services to companies.
CIT UPC promotes the stimulation, identification, transfer
and valorisation of technologies and research results
generated by its member centres for companies, to
contribute to increasing the competitiveness of the Catalan
business sector, in particular, and of Spanish and
international enterprises in a global environment.

CIT UPC is dedicated to collaborating and cooperating with
third parties and to actively participating, by means of the
most appropriate legal model in each case, in initiatives that
further the fulfilment of its mission.
The collective values of CIT UPC include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Commitment to our clients.
Participation and cooperation.
Independence, prestige and social outreach.
Sustainable development.
Commitment to health and safety.

VISION
CIT UPC aims to become a global leader in research
excellence, technology transfer and innovation and in
technological areas that have an impact on companies and
economic growth.
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ORGANISATION
BOARD
Chairman

Deputy chairman

Board Members

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD
Dr Enric Fossas
Rector of the Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya (UPC)
Mr Ramon Carbonell
Chair of the Board of Trustees
of the Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya
Dr Esther Real
Vice-rector for Knowledge
Transfer UPC
Dr Fernando Orejas
Vice-rector for Research UPC
Dr Antoni Ras
Vice-rector for University Policy UPC
Ms Olga Lanau
General manager UPC
Dr Santiago Royo
Director of CD6 UPC
Mr Carles Sumarroca
Appointed by the Board of Trustees of the UPC,
COMSA Corporación de Infraestructuras
Mr Manel Xifra
Member of the Board of Trustees and
president of the Comexi Group

Secretary
(non-board
member)

Ms Anna Serra
Secretary of the Board of Trustees of
the UPC
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The Scientific Advisory Board comprises the directors of CIT
UPC member centres:
Dr Santiago Royo
Director of the CD6 UPC

Dr Josep Lluís Larriba
Director of DAMA UPC

Dr Carles Riba
Director of CDEI UPC

Dr Ferran Silva
Director of GCEM UPC

Dr Eduard Egusquiza
Director of CDIF UPC

Dr Josep Casanovas
Director of InLab FIB UPC

Dr Marc Anglada
Director of CIEFMA UPC

Dr Esteve Codina
Director of LABSON UPC

Dr Daniel Montesinos
Director of CITCEA UPC

Dr Joaquín Fernández
Director of LAM UPC

Dr Daniel Sempere
Director of CRAHI UPC

Dr Jordi Romeu
Director of LEAM UPC

Dr Daniela Tost
Director of CREB UPC

Dr Juan Antonio Ortega
and Dr Luis Romeral
Directors of MCIA UPC

Dr Josep Garcia Raurich
Director of CRESCA UPC
Dr Martí Crespi
Director of INNOTEX Center
Dr Assensi Oliva
Director of CTTC UPC

Dr Joaquim Olivé
Director of SARTI UPC
Dr Pedro Rodríguez
Director of SEER UPC
Dr Javier Hernando
Director of TALP UPC
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INDUSTRIAL BOARD
The Industrial Board facilitates the active participation of 13 leading technology companies that help to guide university-business
strategy to promote business innovation.
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CIT UPC MEMBER CENTRES

CD6 UPC

CRAHI UPC

Centre for Sensors, Instruments and
Systems Development

Centre of Applied Research on
Hydrometeorology

CREB UPC

CDEI UPC
Industrial Equipment Design Centre

Biomedical Engineering Research
Centre

CDIF UPC

CRESCA UPC

Centre for Industrial Diagnostics and
Fluid Dynamics

Food Safety and Control Centre

CIEFMA UPC
INNOTEX Center UPC

Structural Integrity and Materials
Reliability Centre

CITCEA UPC
Centre for Technological Innovation in
Static Converters and Drives
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CTTC

CTTC UPC
Heat and Mass Transfer Technological
Centre
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DAMA UPC

LEAM UPC

Data Management Group

Acoustics and Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory

GCEM UPC

MCIA UPC

Electromagnetic Compatibility Group

Motion Control and Industrial
Applications Centre

SARTI UPC
InLab FIB UPC

Technological Development
Centre for Remote Acquisition
and Data Processing Systems

LABSON UPC

SEER UPC

Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems
Laboratory

LAM UPC
Multimedia Applications Laboratory

Renewable Electrical Energy
Systems

TALP UPC
Language and Speech
Technologies and Applications
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3 KEY FIGURES

KEY FIGURES 2016

12.372.999 €
Total revenue

51%

corporate R&D projects

49%

projects funded through
competitive calls

20

520

102

512

508

45%

corporate
clients

UPC research and
technology transfer
centres

projects

researchers

new corporate
clients

doctoral
degree
holders

ACCUMULATED DATA

127

registered patents
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27

spin-offs

60+

countries with
which projects have
been carried out
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INDICATORS ON PROJECTS CARRIED OUT
DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME BY SOURCE OF FUNDING

49%

Competitive
Calls

39%

Corporate R&D

7%

Corporate services

4%

24%

Spanish projects awarded in
competitive calls

25%

European projects with business
participation

Training for companies

51%

1%

Corporate

Other

DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTS BY SECTOR

9%

2%
26%

17%

20%

Advanced manufacturing
technologies

Health technologies

Energy and environmental
technologies

Materials technologies

ICTs

Chemical and food industry
technologies

26%
19

3 KEY FIGURES
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MAIN INDICATORS OF CIT UPC MEMBER CENTRES’ SCIENCE AND
RESEARCH ACTIVITY 2016

312 Total
248 JCR

Papers in journals

64 Other
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

Scientific and technical
documents
Book chapters

151
7
8

Books

57 Thesis

COLLABORATION ON
PUBLICATIONS AND THESES

200 Master

Supervision, tutoring or
assessment of academic
projects

777

Bachelor’s
thesis

69 Other
241

Collaboration in journals

Presentations of studies at
conferences

CONFERENCES, COURSES
AND OTHER EVENTS

Presentation of studies at
courses or seminars

5
3

Membership of the board of
conference publications
Organisation of conference
publications

PLACEMENTS AND OTHER
ACTIVITIES

Placements at other international
research, development and
innovation centres

PERSONAL RECOGNITION

Awards and recognition

53
3

9
199
21

3 KEY FIGURES

SPIN-OFFS CREATED
Up to 31 December 2015, CIT UPC member centres have constituted 27 spin-offs, which is another way of transferring technology to
the market.
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TECHNOLOGY MADE REAL
Due to the work, commitment and effort of all of the researchers in the 20 CIT UPC member centres, we can provide the following
results.

45%

508

Doctoral degree
holders

Researchers

DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF

60%

Staff funded by centres through research projects

22%

Trainee members of staff

508
506
Researchers

38%

Members of staff hired for projects

Investigadors

40%

UPC teaching and research staff (PDI)
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PROJECTS

4 PROJECTS

HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES

IMPACT OF SPORTS ON THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM’S
DEFENCES

METHOD FOR MEASURING IONISING RADIATION IN
HEALTHCARE STAFF

The B2SLab research group, which is part of the Biomedical
Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC), took part in a
study that, for the first time, investigates genetic factors and
the impact of extreme sport on respiratory immunity in elite
sportspeople. The study, which is led by Emma Roca, an
elite sportsperson and biochemist, was carried out on a
hundred runners in the Zurich Marathon of Barcelona. The
physiological, biochemical and cardiac state of the subjects
was assessed before, during and after the race. CREB UPC
carried out a bioinformatic analysis of gene expression and
the analysis of signs of variability in the heart rate of the
runners. Other participants in the study include the Unit of
Genomics of Complex Diseases and the Immunological
Laboratory of the Sant Pau Biomedical Research Institute
(IIB Sant Pau); Sant Pau Pneumonology Services; the
University of Girona (UdG); and the Zurich Barcelona
Marathon.

The Dosimetry and Ionising Radiation division at the
Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC)
participated in a project to develop methods for estimating
the radiation dose in the crystalline lens of the eyes of
healthcare staff. The aim is to identify staff who may develop
cataracts (loss in transparency of the crystalline lens) due to
exposure to ionising radiation. In operating theatres, it is very
difficult to make these estimations as various people are
involved in operations and the dose depends on different
parameters (distance to the source of radiation, quality of the
source, exposure time). Consequently, systems were
developed to quantify exposure using thermoluminescent
dosimetry and to evaluate different methods of protecting
staff (lead aprons and glasses, lead thyroid shields, protective
screens, etc.).
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Studies were carried out in health centres such as the
Hospital Clínico San Carlos in Madrid; the Hospital de la Vall
d'Hebron in Barcelona; and the Clínica Universitaria de
Navarra in Pamplona. The results showed that if no protective
measures are used, 40% of healthcare staff who carry out
operations might receive a dose that is close to the limits
established in European legislation.
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TRANSMISSION OF TUBERCULOSIS IN BIG CITIES. THE CASE OF
BARCELONA

A SERIOUS GAME FOR TRAINING PERFUSIONISTS FOR OPEN
HEART SURGERY

inLab FIB UPC is working on an innovative model to study the
transmission of tuberculosis and its spread in certain
social-economic contexts. Other collaborators in the project
are MOSIMBIO, the Experimental Tuberculosis Unit at the
Institute for Health Science Research Germans Trias i Pujol Can Ruti, BSC-CNS and the Barcelona Public Health Agency.
The study was focused on the Ciutat Vella neighbourhood of
Barcelona, where the incidence of tuberculosis is similar to
that found in some of the countries that are hardest hit by
this disease worldwide. Using the biomedical and
demographic data that were gathered, a model was designed
based on interaction between individuals or agents using
parallel computing techniques, which improves on the classic
top-down model that divides the population into different
classes (susceptible to the disease, exposed, infected and
recovering) and does not offer conclusive results when the
population that is studied is too small. The new model, which
is based on a bottom-up perspective, models and simulates
the potential evolution of the disease based on the study of
individuals and their interrelations, including various cultural
and socioeconomic factors. Due to the in-depth results
obtained, some phenomena in the system could be detected
that the top-down model may overlook. This means that
better public health strategies can be implemented to slow
the spread of the disease and, ideally, eradicate it completely.

Three researchers from the Computer Graphics Area of the
Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC)
Daniela Tost, Ariel von Barnekow and Núria Bonet-Codina,
presented a serious game entitled “The Virtual Perfusionist”
at a practical session with 37 students on the master’s
degree in Perfusion at the Hospital Clínic de Barcelona. “The
Virtual Perfusionist” has been developed in collaboration
with doctors Carmen Gomar and Maite Maita from the
Hospital Clínic. It can be used to train students in the
control of the heart-lung machine that is used in open
heart surgery. The game is situated in a virtual, 3D operating
theatre in which users must operate the machine according
to the instructions given by a virtual surgeon in response to
unforeseen incidents. The aim is to complete the surgery on
the patient within a range of normality. “The Virtual
Perfusionist” is a new way of learning and provides an
automatic method of assessment, as the player’s
performance is systematically recorded.
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4 PROJECTS

NEW SMART LIGHTING SYSTEM FOR OPERATING THEATRES

NEW OPTICAL AND PHOTONIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR EARLY
DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES

The Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC)
developed an innovative lighting system for operating
theatres, in collaboration with the company Luxiona, the
Hospital Parc Taulí, the Institute for Bioengineering of
Catalonia (IBEC) and Azbil Telstar Technologies. The new
smart lighting system can maintain good visibility in the
surgical field when the surgeon moves around the area. The
system eliminates shadows and other obstacles and
improves the precision and direction of light, so that it can
be focused on a specific area and rapidly changed using a
remote control device.

Cristina Massoller, a researcher in the Nonlinear Dynamics,
Nonlinear Optics and Lasers (DONLL) research group at the
UPC, and Meritxell Vilaseca, from the Centre for Sensors,
Instruments and Systems Development (CD6 UPC),
coordinate BE-OPTICAL. This is a European project to
develop new optical and photonic technologies that can
obtain images beyond the barrier of the wavelength of light,
which is a completely new technique. The technologies
could be used to design effective clinical instruments for
the early, accurate diagnosis of heart disease (by generating
high-resolution images to replace the current techniques of
electrical impulses) and eye diseases such as cataracts,
glaucoma and other retinal disorders. Experimental tests in
the field of sight will be carried out at the Barcelona
Institute of Ocular Microsurgery and the Davalor Research
Centre, in Terrassa. At the Max Planck Institute in Germany,
in vivo studies will focus on heart observation techniques in
mice.

The finished product was presented at the Light Middle East
2016 trade fair in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

BE-OPTICAL has a budget of 3.4 million euros and
participants belong to eight research centres, universities
and companies in five European countries.
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MATERIALS TECHNOLOGIES

NEW METAL-CERAMIC MATERIALS WITH HIGH TOLERANCE TO
EXTREME STRESS

NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR CHARACTERISING METAL COATINGS

The Structural Integrity and Materials Reliability Centre
(CIEFMA UPC) and the company Sandvik Hyperion have
successfully developed a project on microstructural
optimisation of cemented carbides, to improve the
performance and reliability of these materials for use in
tools.

The Centre for Sensors, Instruments and Systems
Development (CD6 UPC) developed a method for the
colorimetric characterisation of coatings the appearance of
which varies depending on the angle of illumination and
observation, as is the case of nacreous and metal coatings.
This is a system of gonio-hyperspectral images that can
capture high-resolution spectral images using different
configurations. This new technology is particularly relevant
for the automobile sector, as it enables highly precise
colorimetric measurement of metal coatings and notably
improves the capacity of existing equipment.

Initially, the mechanical integrity of these compound
materials (which in industrial practice are known as hard
metals, carbides or widia) was studied systematically under
extreme stress: fatigue, corrosion and thermal shock. Based
on the conclusions, critical parameters were identified and
validated through microstructure-performance correlations
for the development of new metal-ceramic compounds.
Parameters included the relative content, the chemical
nature, the interconnectivity and the size/shape/distribution
of the constituent phases.
As a result, Sandvik Hyperion and CIEFMA UPC will work
together for four more years to improve the
micromechanical design of new metal-ceramic compounds,
using as a basis the previous study and an understanding of
the mechanical response at various scales: nano, micro and
macro.
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ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES

NEW MULTIFUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS FOR ACOUSTIC AND OPTICS
SENSORS FOR STUDYING THE OCEAN

ENERGY SAVING THROUGH SMART MONITORING

The Technological Development Centre for Remote
Acquisition and Data Processing Systems (SARTI UPC)
participated in NeXOS, a European project that aims to
develop new integrated multifunctional sensor systems that
are cost-effective, innovative and compact, for an ecosystem
approach to fisheries. SARTI UPC presented the first results
on acoustic sensors for studying the different noises
generated by the ocean and optics designed to determine
the composition of the water. The project involves 21
partners from six European countries and will end in
September 2017.

The Motion Control and Industrial Applications (MCIA UPC)
Centre, together with the CTM, developed a system for
monitoring the continuous copper casting production
process for La Farga Rod, in order to maintain quality and
reduce energy consumption associated with copper
reprocessing. The process has high energy requirements, at
1,277 kWh per tonne produced, which is equivalent to the
annual consumption of 15,400 homes. The smart software
that was developed uses the production line’s operating
variables and artificial intelligence algorithms to determine
whether the operating conditions are within optimal ranges,
to prevent the resulting wire from the machine from
containing defects such as air bubbles. The aim of the new
software is to reduce quality deterioration by 1%, which
would save 4,880 Mwh of energy every year associated with
the reprocessing of copper (equivalent to the energy
consumption of over 600 homes) and around 1,100 t of CO2
every year.

The presentation took place in London at the Oceanology
International 2016, the biggest oceanographic
instrumentation event worldwide, which was attended by
over 8,400 professionals from 82 countries.
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NEW MICROBIAL BIOSENSOR TO ASSESS WATER TOXICITY

ASSESSMENT OF THE DESIGN OF COOLING TOWERS

INNOTEX Center / CRIT UPC collaborated with researchers
at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB) and the
National Microelectronics Centre (IMB-CNM) of the CSIC to
develop a biosensor based on paper impregnated with
bacteria to detect water toxicity. This innovative, simple,
low-cost biological tool can detect a wide range of
pollutants and is easy to use in contexts in which funds are
limited or in developing countries. The bioassay detects
pollutants such as heavy metals and hydrocarbons (e.g.
petroleum and benzene) that are toxic to microorganisms
in the assay time (15-20 minutes).

On behalf of Districlima, the Centre for Industrial
Diagnostics and Fluid Dynamics (CDIF UPC) assessed
potential configurations of cooling towers for installation at
its Tànger Energy Production Plant, in the heart of the 22@
technology district of Barcelona. The second of the
Districlima energy production plants it was designed to
meet peaks in demand in the network that are not covered
by the Forum plant. Using computational fluid dynamics,
CDIF UPC evaluated aspects of the configuration and
operation of the towers, including the total capacity of
thermal dissipation in their final position on the roof of the
building. In addition, CDIF UPC studied the effect of
extraction of ventilation air from the Tànger plant on the
operation of the cooling towers. Likewise, the interaction of
the plume of hot, humid air from the towers on
neighbouring buildings was assessed. It was found that the
plume generated by the chosen configuration did not
present a risk of interaction with the adjacent buildings; in
other words, there were no problems of condensation on
façades or thermal comfort issues for its occupants.

Innotex Center / CRIT UPC was responsible for preparing the
samples of natural water and leachates from contaminated
soils and for the assays. Toxicity was monitored using the
bioluminescence assay and the Vibrio fischeri bacterium
(Microtox® method) to validate the new system.
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ANYWHERE PROJECT: A RESPONSE TO EXTREME
METEOROLOGICAL AND CLIMATE EVENTS

A MORE EFFICIENT WIRING SYSTEM FOR AIRCRAFTS

ANYWHERE (EnhANcing EmergencY Management and
Response to extreme WeatHER and climate Events) is a
European project that aims to create a tool that can
improve the management and response to extreme
weather and climate events that is led by the Centre of
Applied Research on Hydrometeorology (CRAHI UPC). The
project focuses on the potential of current technologies to
anticipate risks associated with the natural disasters
produced by such events (floods, storm surges, heat waves,
wild fires and droughts, etc.) and to help manage the
response to emergencies in a way that ensures the
protection and safety of people and goods. Among other
things, the project investigates the prediction of risks
associated with weather and climate events and the
management of emergency operations, in which prevention
and the implementation of effective responses are
prioritised.

The MCIA Innovation Electronics (MCIA UPC) research group
developed a new wiring system that improves the overall
efficiency of aircraft operation in terms of CO2 emissions. As
part of the MultyCab European project, new parametric
models were established for electrical wires that are suitable
for use in the design, modelling and simulation of electrical
distribution systems in aircraft, as part of the new concept of
a fully electric plane called More Electric Aircraft. The
developments improve the precision of electricity
distribution and reduce design errors due to electric effects
that have not been considered previously, and improve the
specification of the components to be used. Improvements
in the overall efficiency of the plane’s operation are
estimated at 2.5%, that is, around 90 kg of CO2 for every
100 km of flight per plane. If we consider that around
10,000 planes are in flight at any time, this leads to
potential savings of over 8,000 CO2 tons of CO2 emissions
per hour in the world.

The budget for the project is 14.6 million euros and 30 other
partners are involved in addition to CRAHI UPC.
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The MultyCab project stems from the public-private
initiative Cleansky, which is promoted by the European
Commission and the aeronautical industry.
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ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL IN PUBLIC WORKS

OPTIMISATION OF VENTILATION IN COGENERATION ENGINES

The Laboratory of Acoustics and Mechanical Engineering
(LEAM UPC) has worked with VIAS, a company in the ACS
group, on a project to control noise generated by public
works. Screens were developed with active noise control
that are as efficient as higher screens. As the new screens
are lower, they are easier to install and have less visual
impact. Active noise control technology reduces unwanted
noise through destructive interference with a noise field that
is generated synthetically through a control system and
(normally) a speaker system.

The Centre for Industrial Diagnostics and Fluid Dynamics
(CDIF UPC) has studied ventilation in the cogeneration
engine room operated by ENGIE, in the Sant Joan de les
Abadesses plant (Girona).
The aim of the experimental and numerical study was to
determine the causes of overheating in one area of the
engine room. Overheating was making one of the
cogeneration engines less efficient. CDIF UPC proposed a
solution to the problem, which was successfully
implemented by the company.
ENGIE is a French multinational in the energy sector that
focuses on the generation and distribution of electricity,
natural gas and renewable energies.
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RENEWABLE BIOMETHANE GENERATION SYSTEM

NEW ONBOARD CHARGER FOR BREAKDOWN ASSISTANCE OF
HYBRID VEHICLES

The Renewable Electrical Energy Systems (SEER UPC)
research group has been involved in the development of a
renewable biomethane generation system, using CO2 from
biofuel production processes and electrical energy from
excess renewable energy generated through a
bioelectrochemical process. This new system for storing
energy in the form of biomethane will increase the
penetration of renewable energies, which will reduce
greenhouse gas emission and energy dependence.

CITCEA UPC and the company Circontrol have developed
an onboard charger for breakdown assistance of hybrid
vehicles for the Royal Automobile Club of Catalonia (RACC).
The number of electric vehicles is increasing and leading to
new challenges in various areas. One of them is breakdown
assistance for cars whose batteries have gone flat during a
journey. In this case, a charge of electrical energy is required
so that the vehicle can at least reach a charging station and
be used in a normal way again. The RACC identified the
need for breakdown assistance vehicles that could charge
electrical cars. Circontrol and CITCEA UPC developed the
onboard charger, which is currently in the test phase and
already installed in a RACC vehicle. The system has 16.5 kW
power, which is enough to supply 15 km of autonomy after
20 minutes of charging.

Other participants in the consortium are Gas Natural
Fenosa (the project leader), Dutt and Leitat. The project was
funded through Retos-Colaboración 2016, provided by the
Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness.
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ADVANCED CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR THE
RESIDENTIAL SECTOR

The Heat and Mass Transfer Technological Center (CTTC
UPC) has taken part in a European project entitled EIT-KIC
InnoEnergy DCCS (Dwelling Climate Control System), in
which a climate control system for dwellings was developed
that is comprehensive, easy-to-use and affordable. The aim
was to attain smart control of heating and cooling systems
and ventilation, in order to reduce energy consumption to a
minimum whilst maintaining thermal comfort and air
quality.
As part of this project, the CTTC UPC has developed a virtual
thermal flow model for a real dwelling in the Netherlands,
using its NEST-Building platform for simulating systems. This
is an object-oriented parallel software designed to simulate
any building due to its modularity. Using this model, it is
possible to simulate rapidly, in detail, a map of
temperatures for the entire building, the CO2 concentration
in all dwellings and in the ventilation system, and the
thermal load. The model has been used as a test bank for
advanced control algorithms developed in the project.
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

SIXTH EDITION OF THE MULTIMEDIA SERIES “PERSONATGES
EN JOC”

BIG IoT PROJECT: A PROFESSIONAL ECOSYSTEM OF THE
INTERNET OF THINGS

A new edition of the multimedia series “Personatges en Joc”
(Prominent figures in a game) was presented, this time on
Dolors Aleu, the first woman to be licensed in medicine in
Spain. The game demonstrates the difficulties faced by
women who wanted to go to university at the end of the
nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth
century, and explores concepts related to medicine. It has
been adapted for primary school children. The project was
led by Dr Lluís Solano from the Computer Graphics Area of
the Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC)
and the ETSEIB, and Dr José Luis Eguia from the
Department of Engineering Design (UPC), in collaboration
with the Government of Catalonia’s Secretariat for
Universities and Research, the coordinator of the project.

The UPC participates as a partner in the European BIG IoT
(Bridging the Interoperability Gap of the Internet of Things)
project, through inLab FIB UPC and the ISG research group.
The heterogeneity of platforms is a major entry barrier for
developers of applications and services based on the
Internet of Things (IoT), and the effort required to adapt
software to the various platforms tends to be greater than
the potential benefits. The aim of BIG IoT is to start up a
professional ecosystem of the IoT that will offer a functional,
easy way to discover, access, control, manage and ensure
smart objects and, at the same time, will attain the highest
level of acceptance. The project will define a web API that
will be implemented in 8 platforms, and will be generic and
unified for smart object platforms. This new API will facilitate
interoperability of the IoT and will create a marketplace in
which suppliers of platforms, applications and services can
launch their assets on the market, making systems that
were previously closed accessible.
Other partners are involved in the project, which is
coordinated by Siemens: CSI Piemonte, Vodafone, VMZ
Berlin, Wolfsburg AG, Bosch, Econais, ATOS, Seat, Clausthal
University of Technology, National University of Ireland
Galway and Aalborg University.
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NEW INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT TO ASSESS MOBILITY
SOLUTIONS

A NEW MORPHOSYNTACTIC DISAMBIGUATOR FOR THE NEW
PRESCRIPTIVE DICTIONARY OF CATALAN

inLab FIB UPC developed an interactive environment to
assess mobility solutions for cities. The environment is
designed to measure the effect on a city of implementing
new mobility concepts (such as shared vehicles) and the
impact of increasing the use of alternative vehicles such as
electric vehicles. The environment assesses the effects of
these new situations through various indicators, including
CO2 emissions, fuel consumption and the speed or density
of vehicles, at the level of the entire city, its streets or
neighbourhoods.

The Centre for Language and Speech Technologies and
Applications (TALP UPC) collaborated with the Institute of
Catalan Studies (IEC) to develop a disambiguator that can
classify words in the reference corpus of modern Catalan
morphologically and syntactically and determine their
lemma or dictionary form (the word that we search for in
the dictionary). Ten million words from texts from different
sources (books, novels, newspapers, etc.) were compiled in a
large database. These words were then categorised by the
program so that lexicographers can establish their uses, the
meaning they are generally given, and the expressions that
are used, to create a prescriptive dictionary of modern
Catalan.

The project was developed as part of the CARNET initiative
in collaboration with SEAT, and was presented at the UPC
stand at the Smart City Expo World Congress 2016.

For this project, TALP UPC used technologies associated
with language processing that could also be applied in
sectors that handle large amounts of information, such as
the health sector, the financial sector and the management
of emergencies and services.
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APP FOR MANAGING ROADSIDE RECOVERY VEHICLES

IMPROVING THE MOBILITY OF TOURISTS IN THE CITY OF
BARCELONA ACCORDING TO THEIR PREFERENCES

The Data Management (DAMA UPC) group has developed
an app for the Royal Automobile Club of Catalonia (RACC)
to effectively manage car recovery by breakdown assistance
companies in the shortest time possible and at the lowest
total cost.

The Data Management (DAMA UPC) group has worked on a
Barcelona Tourism app to enhance tourists’ experience of
visiting the city. The app includes personalised routes
designed according to users’ preferences and the length of
their stay, whether they are accompanied by children, and
whether they prefer cultural visits or entertainment. The app
also considers the possibility of using public transport or
walking to the selected destinations and can be used
offline.

The app is based on the CIGO! platform developed by
DAMA UPC researchers and Sparsity, a spin-off company.
CIGO! is a smart tool for managing mobility that integrates
data from various sources (mobile applications, sensors and
open data, among others) and uses graph technology. It
was designed to help improve quality of life through various
applications.
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The app is based on CIGO! technology: a smart platform for
managing mobility based on graph technology, which was
developed by researchers from DAMA UPC and Sparsity, the
research group’s spin-off.
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CITY SMART NAVIGATION PLATFORM

TECHNOLOGY TO ANTICIPATE FASHIONS

The Data Management (DAMA UPC) group has developed a
pilot project for SEAT to allow changes in the route provided
by an automotive navigation system, using real data on
traffic jams, levels of pollution and exceptional events (such
as marches and marathons) that could be avoided by taking
an alternative route. This makes driving safer, reduces CO2
emissions and cuts travel time. CIGO! technology is at the
heart of the City Smart Navigation Platform, developed by
researchers from DAMA UPC and Sparsity, the research
group’s spin-off.

Results have been presented for SOMATCH, a European
project coordinated by INNOTEX Center / Intexter. In this
project, a smart system was developed to display, define,
analyse and predict fashion trends by analysing billions of
images obtained from social networks. This innovative tool
will help small and medium-sized companies that are
engaged in textile design to access the restricted field of
objective predictions of fashion trends, which were
previously only accessible to the main brands in the sector.
This virtual trend hunter could save up to 8 billion euros for
textile design SMEs in Europe, as it reduces and
dramatically simplifies the design production process, in
which these companies currently invest around 7% of their
revenue.

This project is associated with CARNET, a research and
innovation hub focused on the automotive industry and
future urban mobility that is promoted by the UPC,
Volkswagen Research and SEAT.

The consortium was comprised of seven European
companies and technology centres: Sparsity Technologies (a
spin-off of DAMA UPC); Holonix; i-Deal and Dena Cashmere,
from Italy; Not Just a Label, from the UK; Weblogs SL, from
Madrid; and the Technical University of Munich. The project
budget amounted to 1.2 million euros.
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES

NOISE CONTROL IN DUMP TRUCKS

NEW TABLE TENNIS TABLE WITH A FOLDING DESIGN

Dump trucks are all-terrain vehicles with a high load
capacity that are frequently used in public works to move
earth within a site. The Laboratory of Acoustics and
Mechanical Engineering (LEAM UPC) worked on a project
for AUSA to identify and quantify sources of noise in their
fleet of vehicles, which include dump trucks. This led to the
definition of a sequential procedure for improvement in the
design of the product, to progressively reduce the sound
emission.

The Centre for Industrial Equipment Design (CDEI UPC)
collaborated with the company RS Barcelona to design a
folding table tennis table, a creation by the designer Rafael
Rodríguez. The new table combines both functionality and
design: maximum playing capacity, high durability, top
quality materials (steel treated with cataphoresis and
polyester powder paint on a high-density, high-pressure
laminate structure), and suitability for use outdoors or
indoors. CDEI UPC worked on the design of a folding
mechanism integrated into the structure of the table tennis
table itself. It consists of a set of bars that enable each wing
of the table to be folded and locked into place in play or
storage position. It is designed for easy handling.
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SIMULATION OF FLUID DYNAMICS IN SIPHONIC TOILETS

PROTOTYPE OF A NEW AUTOMATIC THREADING MACHINE

The Centre for Industrial Diagnostics and Fluid Dynamics
(CDIF UPC) collaborated with Roca to validate a model of
fluid dynamics simulation for toilets. The project had two
objectives. The first was to demonstrate that simulation is a
valid model with results similar to those obtained by
experimentation. The second was to use a toilet that is
already on the market to analyse and compare alterative
siphon geometries that would improve the features of a
standard toilet, using previously defined parameters
(biphasic behaviour of flow, i.e. water and air; depression
variations; jet flow volume; turbulence model; length of the
process; etc.). This numerical simulation model leads to
considerable cost savings in the siphon design stage.

The Industrial Equipment Design Centre (CDEI UPC) carried
out the conceptual design, the detailed design, and the
manufacture of a prototype of an automatic threading
machine for sheet metal parts for the company FORMINSA.
The machine is controlled by one motor that can vary the
speed and the depth of the threading. The threading
machine is synchronised with the machine that produces
the sheet metal parts, according to the required cycles per
minute. The electronic control of the new threading
machine facilitates its configuration to manufacture
different parts. As a result, much less time is required to
prepare the machine. Currently, the prototype is working
successfully in the company’s facilities.
Forminsa is a leading company in technical metal stamping
products.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO IMPROVE THE FOUNDRY PROCESS

MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY

The Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems Laboratory (LABSON
UPC) presented the final results of Flexicast, a project in
which new technologies were developed to transform the
conventional (batch-by-batch) foundry process into a
flexible (mould-by-mould) process, using cast iron
manufacturing cells. The aims can be grouped into three
blocks: to obtain a high-quality cast iron, to reduce the
number of defects in the pieces and to design an
automated foundry process based on the use of robots. An
additional challenge was to promote greater training of staff
and therefore guarantee jobs.

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Group (GCEM UPC) is
currently involved in the RF Microwave project. The aim of
this European project is to develop the research, capabilities
and expertise of countries in EURAMET, the European
Association of National Metrology Institutes, in the field of
microwave measurement and electromagnetic
compatibility. The work of GCEM UPC is focused on
improving calibration and test procedures for
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).

Flexicast is part of the Seventh Framework Programme. The
four-year project began in 2012. In addition to LABSON
UPC, the project coordinator, 13 other partners were
involved: Fundiciones de Roda, Proservice, Ondarlan,
Tecnalia, Eurecat, CNR (ITIA/IMAMOTER), Comau, the CIMNE,
TSS Modena, Innospexion, Put Poznan, Arc and Foseco
France SAS.
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The members of EURAMET come from 37 countries, and
the organisation coordinates National Metrology Institutes
to develop European infrastructure and metrological
services. The project consortium is led by UME/TÜBITAK,
from Turkey, and a further nine partners participate from
nine countries. The expected completion date is 2019.
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COLLABORATION ON A NEW AUTOMATIC HOOK FOR CRANES

The company Elebia Autohooks, the Industrial Equipment
Design Centre (CDEI UPC), the Motion Control Applications
Centre (MCIA UPC) and Eurecat-CTM are collaborating on a
new, innovative automatic hook for cranes that enables
processes to be improved and reduces the accident rate,
which is mainly caused by bad use of anchoring systems
that can lead to objects falling. On the basis of a hook
patented by the company that can hook and unhook the
load remotely using an automatic motorised system, an
information management system will be developed to
control the safety and traceability in applications for
handling suspended loads, based on identifying anchoring
elements using RFID tags and calculations of the load
supported in each operation. Information on each operation
will be transmitted via the cloud to a centralised
management system. Using artificial intelligence algorithms,
this system will determine the state of the anchoring
elements and the traceability of loads. The investment
required for the project is 872,283 euros and it is expected
to generate 3.5 million euros in 2019.
Elebia, with headquarters in Mataró, is a forerunner and
leader in the market for automatic hooks and has carried
out important projects with national and international
clients such as SpaceX, Rolls-Royce, Boeing and Airbus,
among others.
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PROJECTES DESENVOLUPATS

CHEMICAL AND FOOD TECHNOLOGIES

IMPROVEMENT IN CULTIVATION OF EDIBLE CROPS IRRIGATED
WITH SEAWATER

The Food Safety and Control Centre (CRESCA UPC) has
worked with Aqua Maris in a project whose aim was to
control and optimise a seawater irrigation system. In the first
stage of the project, the design of the irrigation system was
improved and a business plan was developed to exploit the
results.
In the second stage, a proposal to optimise the
experimental conditions was presented so that seawater
could be used to irrigate edible plants. This was applied to
the cultivation of chard, whose growing time was cut from
70 to 30-35 days.
The Aqua Maris Foundation is a non-profit organisation
created in 2003 to research and disseminate the properties
and applications of seawater. For several years, it has been
focused on studying the possibility of using seawater as the
sole source of irrigation in agriculture and gardening.
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OTHER PROJECTS

GOOD PRACTICES IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: THE
SCIENCE2SOCIETY PROJECT

CIT UPC is participating in Science2Society (S2S), a
European project whose aim is to study good practices in
technology transfer between universities, companies and
society. It also prepares materials for the involved parties to
improve these processes. Through seven practical cases, the
real experiences of scientists and industry professionals are
combined with theoretical frameworks, which will then be
analysed to identify potential improvements through
technologies such as design thinking, re-engineering of
processes and change management. Finally, the results will
be disseminated in order to achieve the maximum impact
and make these good practices available in Europe to all
the involved actors. The project, which will end in February
2019, has 18 partners, including large firms, such as FIAT,
Atos and CA Technologies, and leading research institutions,
such as KU Leuven, the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
Aalto University and Fraunhofer.
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HIGHLIGHTS

5 HIGHLIGHTS

OUTSTANDING ACTIVITIES

CIT UPC PARTICIPATES IN A PILOT TEST WITH CHILE THROUGH
ACCIÓ

INNOTEX CENTER PROVIDES TRAINING FOR THE CENTRAL
AMERICAN TEXTILE SECTOR

2016

2016

The UPC Technology Center participated in the first pilot
test organised by the foreign bureau of ACCIÓ in Chile. The
aim was to market the technological capabilities of the
TECNIO network of centres in Chile, where there is a clear
demand for them. Initially, the market in Chile was analysed
in relation to available technologies and factors that could
influence their commercial introduction in the country.

INNOTEX Center / CTF UPC has provided advice on
sustainability and effluent treatment for large textile groups
in Salvador, Honduras and the Dominican Republic.

On 13 to 18 June, CIT UPC participated in a business
mission to Santiago de Chile organised by ACCIÓ, focused
on the innovative areas of smart cities and agro-industry.
The Data Management Group (DAMA UPC) was there to
present its technological capabilities related to smart cities,
as part of an intensive session of B2B Networking with
Chilean companies. In addition, Dr Josep Lluís Larriba,
director of DAMA UPC, took part as a speaker in a workshop
on “Smart and interactive mobility management without
the need for specific hardware/Cigo” as part of the Creo en
Chile fair.
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In 2016, a one-year training course in textile technology was
provided for ELKATEX from Honduras and the HanesBrands
(HBI) group from the USA, in this case for its factory in the
Dominican Republic.
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OBSEA DETECTS EARTHQUAKE IN THE ALBORAN SEA
25 JANUARY 2016

CIT UPC PARTICIPATES IN THE BROKERAGE EVENT ON THE
'SCIENCE WITH AND FOR SOCIETY' PROGRAMME OF H2020
3 MARCH 2016

The seismometer at the OBSEA marine observatory, which
the Technological Development Centre for Remote
Acquisition and Data Processing Systems (SARTI UPC)
placed around 4 km from the coast of Vilanova i la Geltrú at
a depth of 20 m, recorded the earthquake that occurred in
the Alboran Sea on 25 January. The earthquake, whose
epicentre was located 10 km in front of the Alhucemas
coast, reached 6.3 on the Richter scale and shook the
Andalusian and Moroccan coasts.

CIT UPC took part in the information and brokerage event
on the 'Science with and for Society' programme of Horizon
2020. The objective of this programme is to build effective
cooperation between science and society, recruit new talent
for science, and increase social awareness and responsibility
about the research carried out in Europe. This session led to
new collaborations between the CIT UPC and various
entities that are active in this field.

The OBSEA seismometer is part of the National Geographic
Institute (IGN) and Cartographic and Geological Institute of
Catalonia (ICGC) network of seismometers for the analysis
and prediction of earthquakes.
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4th EDITION OF THE GRAPH-TA WORKSHOP
4 MARCH 2016

INDUSTRIAL OPEN DAY WORKSHOP: COMPOSITES IN THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
10 MARCH 2016

The Data Management Group (DAMA UPC), together with
the LARCA group at the UPC, organised the fourth edition of
the Workshop Graph-TA, which brought together
researchers to present and discuss the latest results in graph
research. The workshop was attended by international
experts from the fields of databases and information
management technologies, pattern recognition and
algorithmics, as well as representatives of organisations who
use graphs to model their applications and represent
information.
The keynote speech this year was given by Dr Peter Boncz,
from the database architecture research group at the Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam. He was the architect of well-known
systems such as MonetDB and has participated in the
creation of several spin-off companies for technology
transfer from the University.
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The SEAT-UPC Chair organised a workshop entitled
“Composites in the Automotive Industry”. The aim was to
reflect on the applications of composites in the automotive
world. Innovations in the mechanical and thermal
properties of these materials were presented, along with
modelling and test capacities, the process of manufacture,
expected costs, and how all of these aspects meet the
needs of the sector. In addition, new concepts such as
hybrid and ultra-thin composites were introduced. Dr Pedro
Díez, director of the SEAT-UPC Chair, opened the session,
and participants included Dr Pedro Camanho, from the
University of Porto, who is a member of the Council for the
European Society for Composite Materials (ESCM) and the
Engineering Panel of the European Research Council (ERC).
CIT UPC is responsible for the technical coordination of the
SEAT-UPC Chair.
.
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SEER UPC JOINS THE DERlab NETWORK
17 MARCH 2016

InLab FIB UPC MOBILISES DIGITAL VOLUNTEERS TO HELP
ECUADOR
21 APRIL 2016

The Centre for Renewable Electrical Energy Systems (SEER
UPC) joined the DERlab network, an association of the main
laboratories and research institutes in the field of distributed
generation systems.
DERlab analyses and promotes a series of requirements and
quality criteria for the connection and operation of
distributed energy resources (DER). In this framework,
DERlab supports the development of DER-based
technologies. It also provides analysis and consultancy
services for distributed generation systems, to support the
transition to a more decentralised energy system.

inLab FIB UPC, in collaboration with the Catalan community
Open Street Map (OSM) and the Humanitarian Open Street
Map Team (HOT) project, organised a humanitarian
mapping activity in which digital volunteers helped to
provide an updated map of areas affected by the
earthquake in Ecuador for emergency teams on the ground.
The 7.8-magnitude earthquake occurred on 16 April.

The network includes centres such as Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft (Germany), NREL (United States), DNV-GL
(Norway), KU Leuven (Belgium), AIT (Austria), INESC TEC
(Portugal) and DTU (Denmark).
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LEAM UPC CO-ORGANISES THE FIRST ACOUSTICS CONFERENCE
OF CATALONIA

INNOTEX CENTER ADVISES PERUVIAN TEXTILE COMPANIES
MAY 2016

28-29 APRIL 2016

The Acoustic and Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (LEAM
UPC) co-organised the First Acoustics Conference of
Catalonia, Acusti.cat, which was held in Sabadell. The
conference was organised around challenges and dilemmas
proposed by participants, so the content was of general
interest and thus promoted debate and participation. The
topics that were covered were closely related to professional
practice and administrative management associated with
noise pollution, including noise management, nightlife and
noise awareness. Other collaborators in the conference
organisation include the Government of Catalonia, the
Barcelona Provincial Council, the Sabadell City Council and
the Catalan Association of Acoustics Consultants. The event
was attended by over 350 people from the public and
private sectors.
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INNOTEX Center / CTF UPC advised the main Peruvian
textile companies on the development of new products
with greater added value. The focus was Pima and Tangüis
cottons, which have extra-long fibres and are part of Peru’s
heritage. These cottons are considered among the best in
the world, due to their excellent technical characteristics.
Innotex’s work in Peru was sponsored by Cotton USA, a US
multinational company that markets all high-quality
American cotton, and by the Peruvian National Society of
Industries.
INNOTEX Center / CTF UPC is currently collaborating with
Inca Tops in Arequipa, an integrated company with over
1,000 employees specialised in the manufacture of
products using alpaca and fibres from other Andean
camelids, which also form part of Peru’s heritage. The aim is
to increase the company’s product range and find new
technical applications for these natural fibres, which are
currently only used in fashion items.
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CARNET: THE FIRST MAJOR URBAN MOBILITY HUB IN
BARCELONA

CD6 UPC BECOMES TECHNICAL SECRETARY OF FOTÓNICA21
JUNE 2016

1 JUNE 2016

On 1 June, the Cooperative Automotive Research Network
(CARNET) was launched. This is the first major hub for
research and innovation focused on the automobile sector
and future urban mobility in Barcelona. CARNET is
promoted by the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC),
SEAT and Volkswagen Group Research.
CARNET was launched during a meeting entitled “Creating
the Urban Mobility of the Future”. The Network was
presented by Dr Enric Fossas, rector of the UPC; Dr Matthias
Rabe, SEAT’s vice-president for R&D; and Dr Jürgen Leohold,
executive director of Volkswagen Group Research. Other
participants included Mrs Mercedes Vidal, Barcelona city
counsellor for Mobility; Dr Christoph Wäller, technical
director of CARNET and SEAT’s manager of Innovation and
Alternative Mobility; and Dr Jaume Barceló, academic
director of CARNET and UPC professor emeritus. At the
same time, a showroom displayed some of the projects that
are being carried out and a session of talks on urban
mobility was held.

The Centre for Sensors, Instruments and Systems
Development (CD6 UPC) and AIMEN Technology Centre
took over as technical secretary of Fotónica21, the
technology platform that brings together the main actors in
the sector in Spain. The two entities will be responsible for
proposing and organising in the mid- to long-term the
different activities of the platform that comprise a strategic
agenda for the Spanish photonics industry, promoting R&D
and enhancing the industry’s competitiveness and its
impact at the European level.
The aim of Fotónica21 is to efficiently coordinate the
process of industrial innovation in photonic technology and
its applications in key economic sectors (Technologies for
Information and Communications, Industrial Production
and Manufacturing, Life Sciences, and Lighting and Displays)
and in three cross-cutting activities (Security and Sensors,
Optical Components and Systems, and Basic Research and
Training).

CARNET, which is a SEAT UPC Chair initiative coordinated
by the UPC Technology Center (CIT UPC), is supported by
other business partners, including Altran, Applus + Idiada,
Ficosa, the RACC and Rucker Lypsa.
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CITCEA UPC AT THE EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON POWER
ELECTRONICS AND APPLICATIONS EPE‘16
5-9 SEPTEMBER 2016

SECOND MEETING OF TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH
FOUNDATIONS HELD BY THE CATALAN COORDINATOR OF
FOUNDATIONS
20 SEPTEMBER 2016

CITCEA UPC participated in the 18th edition of the
European Conference on Power Electronics and
Applications (EPE‘16 ECCE EUROPE) held in Karlsruhe,
Germany. CITCEA UPC had a stand at which they presented
new power electronics components and systems developed
by the group, with applications in the field of renewable
energies, the charging of electric vehicles, microgrids, the
improvement of the electricity grid, and systems
automation, among other factors. In addition, three
speeches were given on smart convertors for microgrids by
Daniel Montesinos, director of CITCEA UPC, Daniel Heredero
and Tomàs Lledó, researchers at CITCEA and teknoCEA (the
group’s spin-off), respectively.
The EPE ECCE EUROPE is organised by the EPE Association
and is a meeting point for the academic world and industry
in the power electronics sector.

On 20 September, the Second Meeting of Technology and
Research Foundations was held. It was organised at the
headquarters of the Cercle d’Economia in Barcelona by the
Catalan Coordinator of Foundations (CCF), of which CIT UPC
is a member. The opening speech, “Visió panoràmica de la
recerca” (A panoramic view of research), was given by
Professor Andreu Mas-Colell, current president of the BIST
Foundation. This was followed by three round tables on
topics relating to strategy and operation: “Social research”,
“Different ways of seeking sponsorship” and "The tax system
for foundations", with contributions by experts in these areas.
The conclusions and closing speech were given by the
manager of the Parc Taulí Foundation, Glòria Palomar, and
the director of CIT UPC, Antonio Alvarez.

* CIT UPC supported the European Day of Foundations and Donors
held on 1 October, which was organised by the DAFNE and
promoted by the Spanish Association of Foundations (AEF).
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INNOTEX CENTER LEADS THE MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE
TEXTILE CLUSTER IN BERGUEDÀ

SECOND SYMPOSIUM ON URBAN MOBILITY
14 DE NOVEMBER 2016

27 OCTOBER 2016

On 27 October, the Berguedà Medical and Healthcare
Textile Cluster (MESAB), which was founded in 2014, was
presented publicly. Research and innovation in this cluster is
led by INNOTEX Center / CTF UPC. The Cluster brings
together companies and entities in the Berguedà, Bages,
Vallès Oriental and Gironès areas to strengthen the
development of innovation projects, applied research and
industrial development, as well as to promote technology
transfer and continuous training for people who work with
textile materials.
In addition to the INNOTEX Center, which is the founding
member, the MESAB has 13 members, brings together over
360 employees and has started 19 research projects. The
Cluster also has the support and participation of the
Berguedà Development Agency.

On 14 November, the Second Symposium, “Challenges in
Urban Mobility”, was held. This event was organised by the
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) and the
Technische Universität Braunschweig, and sponsored by
CARNET and the NFF. The symposium was divided into two
main subject areas: sustainable smart cities and
infrastructure, and new forms of intermodal cooperative
mobility and connected mobility.
Over 100 people attended the event, including experts from
the UPC and TU Braunschweig, and international experts
from TU Wien, Aalborg University, TU Clausthal and the city
of Wolfsburg AG.
CARNET is an innovation hub, promoted by the UPC,
Volkswagen Research and SEAT, whose aim is to develop
collaborative projects for the future in the framework of
urban mobility. Industrial members of the project include
Altran, Applus Idiada, Ficosa, RACC and Rücker Lypsa.
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CIT UPC AT THE PRESENTATION OF THE SMART FOMENT
INITIATIVE

CIT UPC AT THE CATALAN COORDINATOR OF FOUNDATIONS’
CAFÈ DE LA RECERCA

14 DECEMBER 2016

20 DECEMBER 2016

CIT UPC attended the Smart Foment presentation, a
Foment del Treball initiative to promote knowledge
exchange and networking between private and public
companies, universities, technology centres and other
organisations and to optimise business opportunities in an
interconnected environment such as today’s.

CIT UPC participated in the Cafè de la Recerca (Research
Café) that was organised by the Catalan Coordinator of
Foundations (CCF). The meeting was promoted by the
CCF’s Committee of Technology and Research Foundations
to discuss current topics in science and research. On this
occasion, Miquel Puig Raposo, general director of the
Consortium of University Services of Catalonia (CSUC) gave
a talk entitled “Com aconseguir la col·laboració enlloc de la
competició en recerca” (How to achieve collaboration
instead of competition in research).
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PARTICIPATION IN TRADE FAIRS

CD6 UPC AT THE TECHINNOV 2016 EVENT

CIT UPC PARTICIPATES IN ALIMENTARIA 2016

11 FEBRUARY 2016

25-28 APRIL 2016

The Centre for Sensors, Instruments and Systems
Development (CD6 UPC) took part, with the support of
ACCIÓ, in the tenth edition of the Techinnov event, the B2B
innovation fair held in Paris. CD6 UPC presented its latest
technology, including laser ultrasound (LUS), which is a new
ultrasound technique using laser generation and detection
that has industrial applications, and a LIDAR camera that
has better features than those currently found on the
market. Over 1,600 professionals attended, including large
industrial groups and small technology and innovation
companies, public research organisations, private investors
and technology consultants. The aim was, through B2T
meetings, to identify potential partners for innovative
projects.

The UPC Technology Center, CIT UPC, took part in
Alimentaria 2016, the major trade fair for the food sector,
held in Barcelona. As part of the Brokerage Event, CIT UPC
held meetings with companies in different sectors
(including industrial machinery, packaging and food
development) to present its technology capabilities in the
area of chemical and food technologies and to explore
opportunities for collaboration.
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CREB UPC PARTICIPATES IN THE BIO INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION 2016

UPC TECHNOLOGIES AT THE TECHINNOVATION FAIR IN
SINGAPORE

6-9 JUNE 2016

20-21 SEPTEMBER 2016

The Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC)
took part in the Bio International Convention 2016, the
leading international trade fair for the biotechnology sector,
held in San Francisco (California, USA). CREB UPC presented
its technological capabilities, as well as the patents that it is
currently marketing, which include "Method for
conditioning stem cells", "Portable device and method for
measuring electromyographic signals of a user" and
"Systems and methods to assess infracted myocardial tissue
by measuring electrical impedance during the cardiac
cycle".

The UPC presented its technologies, through its Technology
Center, at the Techinnovation fair in Singapore, through the
ACCIÓ office in the country. Some of the technologies
developed by CIT UPC member centres were presented in
the field of continuous monitoring for energy saving and its
applications to any industrial process, such as steel casting,
plastics extrusion and injection or aluminium anodising.

Participants at the Bio Convention San Francisco 2016
included 42 Catalan companies and organisations and 28
companies from the rest of Spain, all coordinated by Biocat.
CREB UPC took part in meetings with companies,
foundations and hospitals to seek new partners with whom
to develop new technology that can have a real impact on
the market and on society.
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Techinnovation Singapore 2016 was held on 20-21
September and focused on services and the digital
economy, urban solutions and sustainability, health and
personal care and advanced manufacturing and
engineering.
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UPC PRESENTS ITS TECHNOLOGIES AT THE IoT SOLUTIONS
WORLD CONGRESS 2016

UPC TECHNOLOGIES AT THE SMART CITY EXPO WORLD
CONGRESS 2016

25-27 OCTOBER 2016

15-17 NOVEMBER 2016

Through CIT UPC and with the collaboration of ACCIÓ, the
UPC participated in the second edition of the IoT Solutions
World Congress in the Government of Catalonia’s pavilion.
CIT UPC presented the University’s technological capabilities
in the fields of sensors, connectivity and computing, with
applications in sectors such as manufacturing, mobility,
health, energy and industry 4.0. One of the notable projects
in this area is the European BIG IoT, which is focused on
generating active and dynamic ecosystems and reducing
the gap in interoperability between platforms of the
Internet of Things. The pilot project in Barcelona is led by
inLab FIB UPC and the ISG research group.

Through the CIT UPC Technology Center, the UPC was
represented at the fair Smart City Expo World Congress
2016, which was held in Barcelona from 15 to 17
November. At the event, the technological capabilities of
the UPC were presented in areas such as smart mobility,
electric vehicles, urban planning and data science, as well
as solutions in areas such as communications, health,
renewable energies and waste management, emergency
management and smart networks. These solutions have
applications in cross-cutting areas such as mobility, security,
connectivity, energy management, the environment,
governance, and people’s lives.

In parallel to the official programme, inLab FIB UPC
organised a session entitled “IoT: New business paradigm for
SMEs?”, in which UPC researchers and lecturers discussed
new paradigms of companies in the sector of the Internet of
Things.

The stand was shared with the Echord++ project, which
promotes interaction between robot manufacturers,
researchers and users. In addition, ARSI and SIAR, two robot
prototypes that were created to assist in the inspection and
maintenance of city sewers, were presented.
In the areas of infrastructure and utilities, solutions
developed jointly by the UPC and SEAT as part of CARNET, a
hub of research and innovation on urban mobility, were
presented at the SEAT stand.
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AWARDS

DR PEDRO RODRÍGUEZ, DIRECTOR OF SEER UPC, AMONG THE
3,000 MOST CITED RESEARCHERS IN THE WORLD IN 2015

NEW DIRECTOR OF CITCEA UPC
APRIL 2016

JANUARY 2016

Pedro Rodríguez, the director of SEER UPC, was listed as
one of the 3,000 most cited researchers in the world,
according to the ranking published by Thomson Reuters, an
organisation that indexes scientific publications on all areas
of knowledge at the global level.
Dr Pedro Rodríguez is an expert in smart grids, power
electronics and distributed electricity generation. Since
2005, he has published 66 high-impact papers, which have
been cited 2,519 times in total, with an average of 44.19
quotes per paper. He has an h-index of 26, as published in
the Web of Science™ Core Collection; this index assesses the
quality and impact of scientific output in a single indicator.
.
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On 1 April 2016, Dr Daniel Montesinos, head of Projects at
CITCEA UPC, took over as director of the Centre from Dr
Antoni Sudrià, who founded CITCEA UPC and has been
director since its beginnings in 2001. Dr Sudrià’s leadership
has positioned CITCEA as a leading centre in the area of
mechatronics and enertronics. Dr Montesinos holds a PhD
in Engineering from the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
(UPC) and is an associate professor in the Department of
Electrical Engineering of the Barcelona School of Industrial
Engineering (ETSEIB). Since 2005, he has been responsible
for the Power Electronics area of CITCEA.
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NEW DIRECTOR OF TALP UPC

DR CRISTINA CANAL OBTAINS A STARTING GRANT

SEPTEMBER 2016

SEPTEMBER 2016

On 1 September, Dr Javier Hernando, a researcher at the
Centre for Language and Speech Technologies and
Applications (TALP UPC), took over as director of TALP from
Dr Lluís Padró, who had held the post since January 2012.
During this time, Dr Padró’s leadership contributed to
establishing TALP as a point of reference in the sector. Dr
Padró continues to work as a researcher at the Centre in the
area of text and natural language processing. Javier
Hernando is a professor and has a PhD in
Telecommunications. He is also specialised in speech
processing and multimodal biometry.

Dr Cristina Canal, a researcher at the Biomedical
Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC), was awarded a
Starting Grant by the European Research Council. The grant
will enable her to research a new bone cancer treatment
through the project Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Meets
Biomaterials for Bone Cancer Healing (APACHE).
Dr Canal is one of the 19 Spanish scientists who received a
Starting Grant from the European Research Council this
year. This grant is aimed at young researchers from around
the world and enables them to undertake research projects
in European institutions.
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LÍDIA MONTERO RECEIVES THE PRIZE “WOMAN AND TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT 2016”

PRIZE FOR INNOVATION IN SMART TEXTILES
NOVEMBRER 2016

NOVEMBER 2016

Lídia Montero, a researcher at inLab FIB UPC, was awarded
the prize "Woman and Traffic Management 2016", which is
given by the Association of Traffic Engineers and Mobility
Experts. Lídia Montero holds a PhD in Computer Science
from the UPC and is specialised in the use of statistics in
transport planning and in modelling the demand and
management of traffic.
The award, which is in its second edition, recognises the
work of women who work in government departments,
universities or private companies and who focus intensively
on traffic and promote traffic engineering in Spain in
particular. The prize-giving ceremony took place on 11
November at the Fundación Pons, in Madrid.
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The company SUTRAN Technology, associated with Norvil
and ISB, received the Equip Innova 2016 award at the
EquipHotel fair in Paris in the category “Hygiene and
cleaning in professional textiles”. The award was given for its
products, which were initially designed for hyperhidrosis but
are currently used in the professional clothing sector, and
for its antibacterial textiles that have a permanent effect
and are non-toxic to human skin. These technologies were
developed through collaboration with the INNOTEX Center /
CTF UPC, a technology research and transfer centre that is
specialised in textile structures for technical and smart
applications.
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SPIN-OFFS

BEAMAGINE: NEW SPIN-OFF FROM CD6 UPC

SURGITRAINER: NEW SPIN-OFF OF CREB UPC

The Centre for Sensors, Instruments and Systems
Development (CD6 UPC) created a spin-off called
Beamagine S.L. to market the LIDAR imaging technology
developed by the Centre. LIDAR technology is used to
obtain 3D images in real time using compact cameras, by
measuring the time-of-flight of a laser pulse reflected on an
object. This precise measurement is converted into an
image by means of a scanning system or detector arrays.
The technology, which was developed and patented by CD6
UPC as a result of the Centre’s research in the field of
metrology, has cost and performance advantages over
current commercial systems. This may mean that
Beamagine can benefit from new market opportunities, for
example, in robotics and safety.

The Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (CREB UPC),
with the collaboration of the Hospital de la Santa Creu i
Sant Pau’s Research Institute (IR HSCSP) and the Institute
for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC), created the spin-off
SurgiTrainer, a platform for training and accreditation in
minimally invasive surgical techniques.

Beamagine was founded by Dr Santiago Royo and Jordi Riu,
who are both CD6 UPC researchers. Research in this field
that led to the emergence of the spin-off was funded with
the group’s own resources, with the support of the
Government of Catalonia and the Ministry of Economy and
Competitiveness.

The platform was evaluated by the European Society for
Gynaecological Endoscopy and its training programme
Gynaecological Endoscopic Surgical Education and
Assessment (GESEA), and meets a recognised shortfall in
the training and specialisation of surgeons. The use of this
kind of training reduces cost overruns in the health system
and improves the quality of surgery. It reduces the risk to
the patient, secures a faster recovery and cuts the number
of surgical re-interventions and the length of operations.
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6 CIT UPC NETWORKS

Catalan Coordinator of Foundations (CCF)

Automotive Cluster of Catalonia

Health-Technology Cluster (HT Cluster)
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Spanish Federation of Innovation and Technology
Centres (FEDIT)

ASTP - PROTON

Cluster Moto
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7 DISSEMINATION IN THE MEDIA

PUBLICATIONS
For our science and technology activities to achieve good results, they must be disseminated to society. In particular, we need
excellent communication with companies, entities and business organisations. We use various channels to disseminate information
about our member centres’ projects, such as examples of business-university collaboration and the results and developments they
have achieved, which are available for application.

NEWSLETTER

BLOG

We publish a monthly newsletter in three languages, which
is sent to over 1,300 people.

We publish a technology blog to share experiences and
provide information on knowledge, technology and
innovation. The blog is open to participation and aims to
bring companies and the University into contact.
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SOCIAL NETWORKS

Twitter

Instagram

YouTube channel

Facebook

LinkedIn
Company page
CIT UPC Group
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PRESS CLIPPINGS
As a result of the dissemination of projects, technologies and results, in 2016 we were mentioned in the media (written press, radio
and television) over 100 times.
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CROSS-TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH
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TECHNOLOGY
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MADE REAL

TECHNOLOGY MADE REAL

www.cit.upc.edu

